Dilute or Concentrated Electrolyte Solutions? Insight from Ionic Liquid/Water Electrolytes.
When room-temperature ionic liquids (IL) are used as an electrolyte, their transport behaviors are still under heavy debate due to their complicated ion-associations. In this article, we conducted molecular dynamics simulations to study the molecular scale ion associations from the very dilute 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide/water solution to the pure IL. It revealed that ions are localized in a multicoordinated ion cage structure with nanoseconds in concentrated IL solutions. Dynamics analyses indicate that the transport of this solution can be depicted by the Debye-Hückel model only in dilute IL/water electrolyte. The velocity and rotational correlation functions showed that the lifetime of translational and rotational motions are at the level of picoseconds and nanoseconds, respectively, because of the ion cage effect. The lifetime of ion association demonstrated that the recombination of association ions was prevalent in IL solutions. It means that the dipolar or stable contact ion-pairs model may not be suitable for depicting the IL transport.